RELEASE NOTES
TEXT INSIGHT

Overview
On the 18th May 2014, Clicktools introduced Text Insight enabling you to instantly collect
insight on text responses and pass this insight into CRM.
In addition, this release includes an Automap feature, simplifying the process of building your
CRM mapping and some maintenance updates.

Text Insight

Available Editions

Available as an Addon (additional fees payable).
Contact your Customer Success Manager for more details by
emailing success@clicktools.com

Clicktools has partnered with OpenAmplify (www.openamplify.com), a leading provider of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) software, to provide Text Insight on Text and Essay
questions.
With Text Insight you can quickly and cost effectively analyze feedback to text responses
enabling you to determine whether or not to act and what action to take.
Clicktools Text Insight:
● Reduces costs by identifying which feedback to respond to first
● Increases your ability to respond to the right feedback
● Improves your understanding of drivers behind positive and negative performance
Choose to get Text Insight
Once activated in your Account, you can choose to get Text Insight on every Text or Essay
question via the new Insight tab on the Edit question popup.
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Add Text Insight to any Text or Essay question

View Text Insight in Analyzer
From that point on, Text Insight will be available in the Analyzer. Clicktools Text Insight
provides three types of Insight:
Actions

Three icons (Smiley faces, light bulbs, and raised hands) tell you
the Sentiment of the text, along with whether the person is offering
or requesting guidance. Colors show which responses should be
addressed first.

Categories

Three pie charts tell you the Top Topics, Actions and the Domains
in the text.

Demographics

Eight more icons tell you the Decisiveness of the person, their
gender, age, education, the flamboyance of the text, whether slang
is used, whether it is referring to something in the past, present or
future and finally, whether the text is contradictory or conflicting.

The Action data is the most important and is, by default, the only information shown in the
Analyzer.
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Analyzer showing just Text Insight Actions.

In the example above, we can quickly and easily see that three of the responses are
negative and only one response may be asking for some help.
By clicking the ‘+’ icon, the Text Insight will be expanded to show the Category and
Demographic data. Each type of Text Insight is separated by a ‘|’.

Analyzer showing all Text Insight: Action, Categories and Demographics.

You can hover over the pie charts to see the actual values of the Topics discussed,
potential Actions people will be taking and the categorization.
Clicktools Text Insight is available as an addon. For further information and costs, please
contact your Customer Success Manager by emailing success@clicktools.com.
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Mapping information to CRM
All of the Text Insight data can be passed in to your CRM. In total, there are 25 pieces of
information that can be passed over. You can choose to map none, some or all of this data
into any standard or custom object.

Text Insight mapped in to CRM [Salesforce]

From there, you can set up workflow rules to act on Text Insight of a particular type and
build reports and dashboards.
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Further Text Insight information:
OpenAmplify

www.openamplify.com

Text Insight FAQs

http://help.clicktools.com/customer/portal/articles/1544782textinsig
htfaqs

Integrating Text Insight with CRM

http://www.clicktools.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/05/TextInsightS
alesforceMapping.pdf

Automap

Available Editions

All editions with CRM integration activated.

Best used when starting a mapping, the new Automap feature examines the questions in
your survey and tries to find a match to a field in the mapping section. If it finds an
appropriate field, it will automatically map the question to the correct field.
This is especially useful in larger surveys mapping to dedicated objects. For best results,
please try to map field names to question names.
Further Automap information links
Help document

http://help.clicktools.com/customer/portal/articles/1540605automap
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Maintenance update
Finally, in this release the following bugs have been addressed.
Bug

Comment

3388

CRM Synchronize error message that occurs when there is a failure to connect
to CRM has been improved.

3413

Improved error tracking when problems occur connecting to Salesforce CRM.

3479

Improve export when inline html is used in checklist options.

3584

Improve onscreen messages for Oracle CRM users when creating CRM
credentials.

3594

Improve onscreen messaging on the Survey Settings page when the chosen
templated is no longer valid (e.g. has been deleted).

3599

Error regarding Authenticate button for nonSalesforce CRMs has been
corrected.

3608

Improve handling of Salesforce CRM Sandbox credentials

